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NATIONAL CURRICULUM STATEMENT

Purpose of study
Design and technology is an inspiring, rigorous and practical subject. Using creativity and imagination, pupils design and make products that solve real and 

relevant problems within a variety of contexts, considering their own and others’ needs, wants and values. They acquire a broad range of subject knowledge and 

draw on disciplines such as mathematics, science, engineering, computing and art. Pupils learn how to take risks, becoming resourceful, innovative, enterprising 

and capable citizens. Through the evaluation of past and present design and technology, they develop a critical understanding of its impact on daily life and the 

wider world. High-quality design and technology education makes an essential contribution to the creativity, culture, wealth and well-being of the nation.

Aims
The national curriculum for design and technology aims to ensure that all pupils:

develop the creative, technical and practical expertise needed to perform everyday

tasks confidently and to participate successfully in an increasingly technological world

build and apply a repertoire of knowledge, understanding and skills in order to design

and make high-quality prototypes and products for a wide range of users

critique, evaluate and test their ideas and products and the work of others

understand and apply the principles of nutrition and learn how to cook.



EYFS CURRICULUM

• The new Early Years Foundation Stage Profile whilst statutory should not be used as a curriculum for EYFS.  It is intended to be used as a valid, reliable and 

accurate assessment of a child’s development of the EYFS in the summer term.  The Early Learning Goals provide a snap shot of skills and knowledge for children 

to work towards during their time in Early Years but are not a tick list or exhaustive list for children to achieve.  

• A broad, engaging curriculum in EYFS builds primarily on child interests, themes at particular times of the year, experiences outside of the school gate, 

practitioner knowledge of child development and their unique understanding of each child in their setting.  The EYFS team must use the Early Learning Goals as 

one element in building a fun, challenging and engaging year for all children as they start their school journey.  Learning is in the moment, flexible, with adult led 

challenges sprinkled alongside play based experiences to ensure children not only develop fundamental skills for their onward school journey, some of which are 

outlined in the early learning goals, but that they develop a love of learning.  

• Practitioners not only develop children’s subject knowledge but work closely with them to promote and develop the characteristics of effective learning: Playing 

and exploring, Active learning and Creating / Thinking Critically.

• Subject leads must also consider that EYFS does not operate in discrete subjects but rather through class themes and child interests, a particular 

focus/observation may be littered with references to several of the subject areas found within the National Curriculum.



EYFS ELGS NEW FRAMEWORK

• Expressive Arts and Design:

• Creating with materials:

• Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting with colour, design, texture, form and function

• Share their creations, explaining the process they have used.

• Make use of props and materials when role playing characters in narratives and stories.

• Being Imaginative and Expressive:

• Invent, adapt and recount narratives and stories with peers and their teacher.

• Physical Development: Fine Motor Skills:

• Use a range of small tools, including scissors



OUR INTENT

By the time our children leave our school, our Design Technology provision aims to have sparked children's 

creativity and imagination and provided them with the practical skills to bring their ideas to life. They will 

be confident in designing products, working with a range of tools and materials, developing their evaluative 

thinking and understanding and applying the principles of nutrition. 







PROGRESSION OF SKILLS

1. Knowledge
2. Skills
3. Vocabulary
4. Resources
5. Overview of coverage 











OUR IMPLEMENTATION -
ASSESSMENT

Class teachers use assessment to track the achievements of pupils 
through the Design Technology subsections. This can influence next steps 
for pupils and the level of support needed.
I will use assessment to analyse summative data through the monitoring 
and evaluating process.

Key DT targets for each sequence of lessons and children should be 
assessed against these. 

The assessment model is designed to support all pupils to access the 
computing curriculum and also challenge higher attaining pupils. 

The assessment of DT is supported by the targets from the DT progression 
map and the assessment document is designed to support staff with 
accurate assessment measures by identifying children who have achieved 
targets and importantly inputting the names that have yet to achieve a 
target.



Key area 

of subject

Key sub-
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Individual 

target

Insert 

names of 

individuals 

not 

achieving 

target



MONITORING AND EVALUATING

Impact of the implementation of the Design Technology curriculum is measured in a variety of ways.

These include: 

• Pupil Conferencing

• Work Scrutiny – alongside teacher’s planning

• Assessment data

• Learning walks

• Learning environment

EVIDENCE ATTAINED FROM THESE FOLLOWS ON THE NEXT SLIDES (SPLIT INTO YEAR GROUPS)



DT

• Design

• Make 

• Evaluate

• Technical knowledge

• Cooking and nutrition



YARMOUTH- BEACH CLASS  EYFS EH

DT evidence

Beach Class Autumn 1

Creating with Materials: Share their 
creations, explaining the process they have 
used.

Cooking activities:

Making Crumbles, including gathering 
ingredients. 



BEACH CLASS  EYFS

DESIGINING AND MAKING  OWN MODELS OF THEIR CHOICE

USING WOOD

CHRISTMAS SEWING



YEAR 2 BAY CLASS SP
DESIGN    DESIGNED A MODERN DAY LONDON.



YARMOUTH   YEAR 3  RIVER CLASS  SS MP
DESIGN

Lesson objective: To look at different structures of houses over time

Lesson detail:

The children to do some research of different structures of houses over the time period. See different images. 

Look at the structures and discuss their specific features. 

Draw their own design for a stone age house. 



YARMOUTH YEAR 3 RIVER CLASS
MADE:





YARMOUTH YEAR 4 GW COAST CLASS

Work confidently within a 
range of contexts, such as the 
home, school, leisure, culture, 
enterprise, industry and the 
wider environment.
•Describe the purpose of their 
products.
•Indicate the design features 
of their products that will 
appeal to intended users.
•Explain how particular parts 
of their products work.



YARMOUTH GW                          
AUTUMN 2  COAST CLASS



YARMOUTH YEAR 5 JM
SOLENT CLASS

Key Subject Specific Unit Objectives: Carry 

out research, identifying preferences of 

particular individuals and groups

To ascertain which American food is the 

favourite



YARMOUTH JM SOLENT CLASS 



YARMOUTHYEAR 6 SC

To learn about the design 
and history behind Viking 
longships



YARMOUTH  YEAR 6

The children were researching, designing and planning out their own 

Viking boats with a stand which linked in to our Anglo Saxon/Viking 

topic



SHALFLEET EYFS CH
RAINBOW CLASS

Designed and made a 

house for The Three 

Little Pigs – (Child 

Led)

Creating with materials:

Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, 

experimenting with colour, design, texture, form and function

Share their creations, explaining the process they have used.

Make use of props and materials when role playing characters in 

narratives and stories.



SHALFLEET CH
RAINBOW CLASS

Designed and made 

a trap for Evil Pea-

from the story 

Supertato

Made their own 

Supertatos



SHALFLEET 
RAINBOW CLASS 

Made an Evil Pea 

biscuit.



EYFS 
RAINBOW CLASS   AUTUMN 2
DESIGNING AND MAKING DINOSAUR MODELS



SHALFLEET YEAR 1 LT 
DESIGN AND MAKE   SUNSHINE CLASS

Learning 
objective:
Design a 
product

Made
characters 
from the 
story of 
Lost and 
Found



SHALFLEET YEAR 1 LT 
DESIGN AND MAKE

Made penguins for 

‘Inspire Day’ 

learning about 

penguins



SHALFLEET YEAR 2 JT 
SKY CLASS    MADE CLAY SCULPTURES        





SHALFLEET YEAR 3 LR
Lesson objective: To cut, shape, join and finish to build our 
own Stone Age building in groups 
To build our own Stone Age village in groups 



SHALFLEET YEAR 4 SW
DESIGN AND EVALUATION



SHALFLEET YEAR 5  ECLIPSE CLASS DI DL
DESIGN AND MAKE
CHRISTMAS CHOCOLATE LOG- COOKING AND NUTRITION
FELT CHRISTMAS PUDDINGS- SEWING

Learning objective:
Carry out research, identifying 
preferences of particular individuals 
and groups



SHALFLEET YEAR 5 DI DL
DESIGN AND MAKE 
DESIGNS OF CHRISTMAS WREATHS   ECLIPSE CLASS



SHALFLEET YEAR 5 DI DL
DESIGN AND MAKE 



SHALFEETYEAR 6 PB
DESIGN AND MAKE

To identify the types of shelter used in WW2

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1-

jXGMOMSWvZu1YmUl62NN5Nrmq6bA

K-M



OUR IMPACT

• Evidence of designing and making across the schools

• Evidence of cross curricular in subjects

• Evidence of working together in own year groups and sharing of ideas and planning

• Designs are planned and implemented 

• Evidence of including the outside community to enhance the learning of DT



ACTION PLAN

• To show evidence of pupil conferencing

• To use evaluation sheets each time pupils make their designs (suggested in DT training)

• To factor in time for learning walks for DT across the schools



SUBJECT LEADER REPORT

• Assessment and progress made has been measured by the portfolio evidence this year.   

There is evidence in the photographs of work that children are making good progress 

and are having opportunities to design and make with evaluating being an area for 

development.

• Pupil engagement and enjoyment also comes through in the photographic evidence. Right 

through the school – EYFS to Yr6.


